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Abstract
Two-dimensional Cutting & Packing problems consist in allocating a set of two-dimensional items into a
set (possible singleton) of two-dimensional larger objects in such a way that items are completely
contained in the objects without overlapping. A particular instance of two-dimensional Cutting & Packing
problem arises in the context of thermal building renovation. This special case deals with the design of
insulating envelopes by packing a set of rectangular and parameterizable panels (items) over rectangular
facades (objects). Taking into account the particularities inherited from the industrial problem and the
need of aesthetic results, we propose in this paper a constraint-based heuristic, named CaSyE, based on
guillotine cuts technique. First, we introduce the industrial problem and its particularities. Then, the
constraint-definition of the problem is presented as well as the scheme of the CaSyE solution. At least, the
results of the heuristic over realistic facades are shown before the conclusion.
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1. Introduction
Two-dimensional Cutting & Packing problems consist in allocating a set of two-dimensional items into a set
(possible singleton) of two-dimensional larger objects in such a way that items are completely contained in the
objects without overlapping. A particular instance of two-dimensional Cutting & Packing problem arises in the
context of thermal building renovation. This special case deals with the design of an insulating envelope by packing
a set of rectangular and parameterizable (in terms of dimension and position) panels (items) over rectangular facade
(objects). The envelope is used to reduce the thermal transfer between the interior and the exterior of the building in
the aim of reducing the building’s energy consumption.
In two previous reports, the authors have developed heuristic solutions to solve this problem: The first using an onthe-fly greedy approach (Barco et al., 2014) and the second using a filtering-based approach (Barco et al., 2015).
However, the generated envelope solutions from these heuristics do not count with aesthetic aspects needed for the
retrofit (such as symmetry). Indeed, tacit knowledge as aesthetics is a major challenge for both the modeling and
implementation of computer-based solutions. It is known that aesthetics flair has no universally agreed standard.
Nonetheless, properties like symmetry are well accepted as aesthetic concept in different domains such as human
beauty (Jacobsen and Hofel, 2003), web design (Tuch et al., 2010), computer interfaces (Bauerly and Liu, 2008) and
art (McManus, 2005). In consequence, we have adopted symmetry as a reference point for envelopes aesthetics and
considered it as the alignment of panel junction.
One interesting direction to tackle the design problem is Cutting (Wascher, 2007). This is a technique from
operations research widely used to solve different industrial problems (Bennell et al., 2013; Christofides and
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Hadjiconstantinou., 1995) and it has been applied on problems where symmetry is relevant for the final output. It
has been used, for instance, for arranging items in a newspaper (Strecker and Hennig, 2009), automatic mosaic
generation (Battiato, et al., 2013) and aesthetics photo post-processing (Greco and Cascia, 2013). We have
developed a constraint-based heuristic, called CaSyE for Cutting Algorithm for Symmetrical Envelopes, based on
the technique of guillotine cuts (Christofides and Hadjiconstantinou., 1995) and aimed at designing envelopes with
symmetric (alignment of junctions) appearance.
The remaining of the paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, the facade-layout elements are introduced. In Section
3, the constraint-based definition of the problem is presented. In Section 4, the general scheme of the solution based
in guillotine cuts is discussed. In Section 5, the heuristic CaSyE is introduced. Afterwards, in Section 6, solution
illustrations are shown. Finally, some conclusions are discussed in Section 7.

2. Building Renovation
The addressed problem appears in a large French multi-partner project called CRIBA (for its acronym in French of
Construction and Renovation in Industrialized Wood Steel) that aims to industrialize building renovation in order to
reduce energy consumption (Vareilles et al., 2013; Aldanondo et al., 2014). In this section, the problem from the
industrial point of view is presented.
A facade is represented by a two-dimensional coordinate plane with origin of coordinates (0,0) at the bottom-left
corner of the facade, and contains rectangular zones defining:
 Perimeter of facade with it size (height and width in meters).
 Frames (existing windows and doors over the facade) play an important role as they are meant to be
completely overlapped by one and only one panel. Frames are defined with:
- Origin point (x,y) with respect to origin of facade.
- Width and height (in meters).
 Supporting areas. As the layout problem must deal with a perpendicular space plan, gravity must be
considered. It turns out that some areas over the facade (slabs and shear walls) have load bearing
capabilities that allow us to attach panels. Supporting areas have well-defined:
- Origin point (x,y) with respect to origin of facade.
- Width and height (in meters).
- Load bearing capability (in kg/m2).
Panels are rectangular, of varying sizes and may include new frames (replacing the existing ones). These panels are
designed one at a time in the process of layout synthesis and manufactured in the factory prior to shipment and
installation on the building site. These panels have a well-defined:
 Size (height and width in meters). Height and width are constrained by a given lower and upper bound
related to manufacturing, environmental and transportation limitations.
 New frames (replacing the existing ones). Given internal structure of rectangular panels, new frames must
respect a parameterizable minimum distance (d) with panel’s borders.
The problem subject of our study has five particularities explained in what follows. It is worth noticing that facades,
panels, windows, doors and supporting are all rectangular and their edges are parallel to the facade edges.
1. Number of panels and their size incognito. Unlike most Cutting & Packing problems, the number of panels
used to create an insulating envelope is not known before the design process starts. In addition, the size of
panels is bounded to a given interval product of manufacturing and transportation conditions.
2. Mandatory overlapping (of frames). The first side constraint of the problem is that new frames must be
completely included, and therefore overlapped, by panels. Any of these frames must be covered with only
one panel, meaning that the partial overlapping of frames is not allowed.
3. Panels’ installation (over supporting areas). The second side constraint involves the installation of panels
over the facades. In fact, due to the added weight of the panels and given the vertical orientation of facades,
panels can only be attached in supporting areas, that will uniformly distribute their weight thus preventing
them to fall and the facades to collapse.
4. No overlapping, no holes. Likewise most Cutting & Packing problems, panels overlapping are forbidden.
In addition, given the renovation context, the existence of holes in a solution is infeasible (holes are
impractical for the thermal insulation). In consequence, panels must be adjacent to each other.
5. Solutions’ Performance. The ranking of solutions is made with the number of panels: Junctions between
panels introduce a thermal leak that is minimized when minimizing the number of panels. For two
envelopes with the same number of panels, the one with minimum length of junctions is preferred.
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3. CSP Modeling
In this section the Cutting & Packing problem is formalized as a CSP. Now, in order to give limit to variables, it is
needed a set of parameters containing all geometrical and structural information linked to the facade and needed to
establish the relation among panels, and panels and facade. Each renovation being unique, the problem has to be
adjusted considering some parameters:


Height fach and width facw in meters.



Set F of frames and for each frame frj ∈ F :
- Origin point (frjx, frjy) with respect to origin of facade (facxo, facyo).
- Width frjw and height frjh in meters.



Set Sa of supporting areas and for each supporting area sa k ∈ Sa:
- Origin point (sakx, saky) with respect to origin of facade (facxo, facyo).
- Width sakw and height sakh in meters.
- Load bearing capability sakl in kg/m2.

Decision variables are linked to the position and size of each panel in an insulating envelope. Let us assume that N
represents the number of panels in a given insulating envelope. Then, each panel pi with i ∈ [1, N] is described by its
origin and size attributes


Its width piw ∈ [pwl, pwu], lower and upper bounds for panels’ width.




Its height pih ∈ [phl, phu], lower and upper bounds for panels’ height.
Its coordinates (pix0, piy0), bottom-left corner of the panel pi.

The knowledge extracted from the problem domain by stakeholders (e.g., architects) has been mapped into the
constraints in Figure 1. They state the properties a well-designed envelope must possess.

Figure 1. Constraints in disjunctive normal form.
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4. Scheme of CaSyE Heuristic
The main idea behind the heuristic CaSyE is to generate envelopes “aesthetically pleasant” by considering their
junctions alignment (symmetry) while respecting the industrial conditions commented above. To do this, the set of
panels in an envelope is configured according to a given ration between p w and ph, i.e., a given panel orientation
(horizontal for pw > ph and vertical otherwise). If due to the geometry of the facade, a portion of the envelope cannot
be designed using the chosen orientation, the heuristic creates a partition of the facade, called here sub-facade, and
tries to design that partition by changing the panel’s orientation. This means that insulating envelopes may contain
only vertical panels, only horizontal panels or a combination of both. The CaSyE heuristic is divided in three phases
in which guillotine cuts are executed. As an invariant, a guillotine cut in a given facade or sub-facade is done only if
no frames conflict exists.
4.1 Phase 1: Free Zones and Sub-facades
The goal of the phase 1 is to know whether the envelope can be designed using only vertical panels, only horizontal
panels, both or to find the sub-facades and characterize them within the facade. Intuitively, when using guillotine
cuts to design an envelope with vertical panels, for instance, the facade horizontal axis is traversed looking for
points with absence of frames. When no frames are present in a given horizontal point, a vertical guillotine cut may
trace from the bottom to the top of the facade. A set of consecutive cuts makes an interval (see Figure 2.a). These
lines or intervals, termed as Zones Free of Conflicts (ZoFCo), are used latter to place panels’ borders. Then, the
heuristic of the phase 1 tries to deduce if the facade insulating envelope can be designed using vertical panels by
checking the position and dimension of the ZoFCos. If portions of the facade (sub-facades) cannot be covered with
panels in the chosen orientation, the heuristic makes a division into sub-facades and marks each of them with a type
for further processing. In particular, sub-facade types are; Vertical, the envelope can be designed using vertical
panels; Horizontal, the envelope can be designed using horizontal panels; NotVertical, the envelope cannot be
designed using vertical panels; NotHorizontal, the envelope cannot be designed using horizontal panels.
A sub-facade may be marked sequentially with the following combinations: NotVertical-Horizontal, NotHorizontalVertical, NotVertical-NotHorizontal and NotHorizontal-NotVertical. In the last case the insulating envelope cannot
be designed using the proposed heuristic. For instance, let us study the facade in Figure 2.b. Here, let us assume
panels’ upper bounds of 3 meters for one dimension and 10 meters for the other dimension (i.e., 10 × 3 for a
horizontal panel or 3 × 10 for a vertical panel). Envelopes for the sub-facades sub 1 and sub 2 may be designed
using vertically and horizontally oriented panels. But, the sub-facade sub 3 at the right cannot be designed: One
dimension (width or height) may be successfully covered with 10 meters but the other dimension, that can only takes
as maximum size 3 meters, cannot be covered. A non-designed sub-facade implies a hole in the insulating envelope,
which is forbidden.

Figure 2. a) Intervals and sub-facades definition and b) Sub-facade with no solution with guillotine cuts.
To clearly understand the scheme previously discussed, let us study the steps for the phase 1 using as example
vertical orientation.
Step 1: Let x1 = 0 (i.e., left border of facade) iterate to the right until the end of facade and do:
i.
Let x2 be equal to the origin point of the first frame found.
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ii.
iii.

Define a ZoFCo from x1 to x2.
Set x1 equals to the right edge of the frame. If another frame is blocking the guillotine cut at x 1, then update
x1 to the end point of that blocking frame and repeat until no blocking frames are found. For example, in
Figure 2.a, after adding the ZoFCo defined by [e,f], it should start the new iteration with x 1=g as in this
point a vertical non-conflictive cut is possible.
Step 2: For all ZoFCo found, make an ordered check: If the distance between the end of ZoFCo i and start of ZoFCo
i+1 is bigger than the maximum panel width pwu, then at least two sub-facades and at most three sub-facades have
been found (more sub-facades may be found when checking the remaining ZoFCos). This means that the space to be
covered has a larger width than the maximum panel width. In our example, the first sub-facade sub 1, labeled as
Vertical, goes from a until the point f (see Figure 3.b sub-facade at the left). The second sub-facade sub 2, labeled as
NotVertical, goes from f until the point g (see Figure 3.b sub-facade in the middle). The third sub-facade sub3,
labeled as Vertical, goes from g until the point l (see Figure 3.b sub-facade at the right).
Step 3: For each sub-facade try failure detection. If its width is less than pwl, then; a) merge it with an adjacent subfacade already marked as NotVertical (if any) or; b) mark the sub-facade as NotVertical.
Step 4: For any sub-facade marked as NotVertical, try to design the sub-facade envelope using horizontal
orientation.
At the end of the process, every sub-facade has been marked.

Figure 3. Definition of sub-facades according to ZoFCos.
4.2 Phase 2: Defining Columns and Rows
After the phase 1, the second phase is executed for each sub-facade. In this phase, the columns (respectively rows)
for the vertically (respectively horizontally) designed envelope must be defined. It is at these columns (rows) where
panels are going to be placed, the edges of the panels matching the edges of the columns. For convenience, let us
continue our solution description using vertical panels. The first task is to determine where the left border and the
right border of columns will be placed. To do so, the phase 2 uses the ZoFCos intervals that have been found in the
previous phase as they are free of frames conflicts. Then, it suffices to select a point within the ZoFCos to define the
columns. As an invariant, given that the entire sub-facade must be covered (no holes in the envelope) and
considering the column definition from the left to the right of the sub-facade, the end of the column i must be equal
to the start of column i + 1.
Taking into account that envelopes should be composed of the minimum number of panels, the definition of the
columns, for instance, is made using the upper bounds for panels’ width (respectively height). The idea is to place
the left and right edge of the column over one or two ZoFCo, in such a way that the width is maximal (see Figure
4.a). If using the width upper bound makes the column enter in a frame conflict, meaning that the point in which the
width is maximal does not match a ZoFCo, then the upper bound cannot be used for the current column width (see
Figure 4.b). In consequence, the width of the column is reduced, as less as possible, while solving the conflict (see
Figure 5.a). Potential inconsistent sizes are handled as well. The heuristic for the phase 2 is applied to every subfacade independently and behaves as follows. Let x1 and x2 define the start and end of the column i. Both variables
are used to iterate until the end of the sub-facade. Then do:
Step 1: Let x1 be equal to the origin (left border) of the sub-facade.
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Step 2: Let x2=x1 + pwu.
Step 3: If the point x2 does not belong to any ZoFCo, then move x2 to be the end (right edge) of the previous ZoFCo
(the previous at the left). As an illustration, the second column in Figure 4.b is redefined to match the first ZoFCo on
the left, as shown in Figure 5.a.

Figure 4. Guillotine cut for columns definition.
Step 4: Try failure detection. If x2 − x1 < pwl, then reduce width of previous column i − 1 by pwl − (x2 – x1) and
update x1 and x2. This process must be done iteratively as a width reduction in any previous column may generate
new size conflicts. Lastly, if there is no previous column then fail and exit.

Figure 5. Guillotine cut for columns definition (continuation).
Step 5: Define the column i from x1 to x2.
Step 6: Set x1 = x2 and iterate again from Step 2 until all the sub-facade has been processed.
At the end of the process, every sub-facade has been divided in columns (respectively rows) where panels’ borders
will be located. The last process then sets the final position and size of panels over these columns.
4.3 Phase 3: Panels Packing
The packing of panel is executed for each of the columns and rows generated in the phase 2. As commented before,
this last phase has as objective to set the final position and size of panels. Also, this phase handles potential conflicts
with frames by executing guillotine cuts in non-conflictive zones. Likewise the previous phases, the packing starts
by an extreme of the sub-facade until its end. In the case of an envelope designed using vertical panels, the packing
process starts in the bottom of each column by extending the panel in its maximum allowed height (see Figure 6.a).
If a horizontal cut is not possible, the panel height must be reduced to the first place in which no conflict exists (see
Figure 6.b).
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Figure 6. Guillotine cuts for packing panels.
The packed panels in a given column will have the width of the column and the height defined by the horizontal
guillotine cut. Again, a similar process is carried on rows when designing envelopes with horizontally oriented
panels. The heuristic solution of the third phase, applied to each column independently, behaves as follows.
Let y1 and y2 represent, respectively, the bottom edge and top edge of the panel i. Both variables are used to iterate
until the end of the column. Then do:
Step 1: Let y1 equals the bottom of the column.
Step 2: Let y2 = y1 + phu.
Step 3: If horizontal guillotine cut in y2 has conflicts with frames or supporting areas, then move (reduce) y2 in order
to solve the conflicts (as illustrated in Figure 6.b).
Step 4: Check if both top corners are included in supporting areas. If this is not the case, reduce the panel’s height
until both top-left and top-right match supporting areas.
Step 5: Using the current position and size, compute the panel’s weight and check if it is successfully supported in
the supporting areas at the bottom corners. If the weight cannot be supported then reduce the panel size in 10% and
iterate again from Step 3.
Step 6: Try failure detection. If the y2 − y1 < phl, then reduce height of previous panel i −1 by phl − (y2 –y1) and
update y1 and y2. If there is no previous panel then fail and exit.
Step 7: Define a panel from y1 to y2 in the current column.
Step 8: Set y1 = y2 and iterate from Step 2 until the column has been processed.
It may be the case that the defined columns defined in the previous phase do not traverse supporting areas, in which
case the envelope cannot be designed with the CaSyE heuristic using the current panel size bounds. Otherwise, at
the end of this phase, each column (respectively row) has been covered by panels. The resulting insulating envelope
for the facade is the union of all panels of every sub-facade (if any). Now, let us discuss how these phases are
merged together to assist architects design.

5. Heuristic Implementation
The phases are executed sequentially to generate a given envelope. This sequential process is executed twice in
order to generate two different solutions (if the facade geometry allows it): One setting the ratio p w > p h
(horizontally oriented panels) and one setting the ratio p w < p h (vertically oriented panels). Figure 7 presents the
pseudo-code of the CaSyE heuristic based on guillotine cuts.
The heuristic contains two blocks: A block for designing vertical panels (lines 6-17) and another for horizontal ones
(lines 21-30). Initially, the envelope for the inputted facade (line 2) is meant to be designed using vertical panels
only (lines 6-17). Thus, the phase 1 finds the set of ZoFCo to design the envelope and it will find and mark the
partitions (sub-facade) that cannot be designed using vertical panels (line 6) if any. For all sub-facades found that are
marked as Vertical, execute the phase 2 and phase 3 (lines 9-13). Note here that if the whole envelope for the
inputted facade can be designed using vertical panels, with no partitions, then there is only one sub-facade to be
processed; only one sub-facade marked as Vertical. In the case that there exists sub-facade marked as NotVertical,
these ones are saved in the unknown list (lines 16-17) for a further processing using horizontal panels only. Once the
first block is executed, the heuristic tries to design the envelopes for the sub-facade that are label as NotVertical
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Figure 7. CaSyE - Cutting Heuristic for Symmetrical Envelopes.
(lines 21-30). The behavior of the second block is then similar as the first block only that the sub-facade in the list
unknown are all marked as NotVertical. A solution with all designed panels is returned at the end of the loop when
no more sub-facades are left (line 31).
Intuitively, when designing envelopes sub-facades may be created dynamically. Lines 17 and 29 make sure that
these new sub-facades are processed later using the corresponding orientation. It does so in the same iteration for
sub-facade marked as NotVertical, as they are store in the list unknown and processed in latter in second block (lines
21-30). For the facade marked as NotHorizontal the processing is done in the next iteration by, again, keep them in
the unknown list thus preventing getting out of the loop.
However, it may be the case that a given sub-facade cannot be designed using any orientation. If this is the case, i.e.,
if a given sub-facade has been marked both NotVertical and NotHorizontal, the CaSyE heuristic fails at designing
the envelope (lines 14-15 and lines 26-27). This is due to the third condition for envelopes design: No holes are
allowed in a solution. Ergo, if a given portion of the inputted facade cannot be designed, then the facade has no
solution. Nevertheless, in an attempt to overcome this situation, the heuristic is executed twice: One starting
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vertically designed envelopes and another starting with horizontally designed envelopes. Indeed, the orientation in
which starts an envelope design has an influence on the kind of sub-facade found and consequently in the final
output. In other words, swapping the position of the first block (lines 8-17) with the position of the second block
(lines 21-30) has an impact on the resulting solution. Thus, a given facade has, potentially, two different solutions.

6. Evaluation
In this section are present envelopes generated by the heuristic. Keep in mind that, although an evaluation of
symmetry may be built with respect to the junctions’ alignment and panels’ sizes, these are not a sufficient condition
to consider an envelope aesthetically pleasant. The aesthetics evaluation must be still done visually. Envelopes
facades presented in Figure 7 are generated by the CaSyE heuristic.






Figure 7.a shows an envelope solution made out with pwu = 3 meters as width upper bound and phu = 10
meters as height upper bound, i.e., vertically designed envelope. The envelope is composed of 16 panels
and its length of junctions is 123.02 meters.
Figure 7.b shows an envelope solution made out with pwu = 10 meters as width upper bound and phu = 3
meters as height upper bound, i.e., horizontally designed envelope. The envelope is composed of 8 panels
and its length of junctions is 97.0 meters.
Figure 7.c illustrates an envelope solution made out with pwu = 3 meters as width upper bound and phu = 10
meters as height upper bound, i.e., vertically designed envelope. Here, although the frame in the middle of
the facade is blocking the definition of vertical panels, the insulating envelope still has its vertical junctions
aligned (symmetric appearance). Further, in the middle only 3 panels were designed thus preventing the
length of junctions to increase with small panels. The envelope is composed of 7 panels and its length of
junctions is 65.5 meters.
Figure 7.d illustrates an envelope solution made out with pwu = 10 meters as width upper bound and phu = 3
meters as height upper bound, i.e., horizontally designed envelope. The envelope is composed of 6 panels
and its length of junctions is 57.0 meters.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Vertical and horizontal insulating envelopes by CaSyE heuristic.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a sequential heuristic, named CaSyE, which exploits facade geometrical structure
and takes inspiration from the human aesthetic concept of symmetry to design buildings insulating envelopes. The
motivation behind the cutting approach is the need for designing aesthetics insulating envelopes for facade in an
automated fashion. Given that no standard definition of aesthetics exists, we have considered the junctions
alignment (symmetry) as a good criterion. The heuristic is based on the well-known technique of guillotines cuts and
is able to generate up-to two envelopes. Then, it tries to artificially behave as a human being would behave in the
sense that conflicts with frames are avoided while attempting to provide a pleasant appearance.
The guillotine cuts technique allows to avoid conflicts of the constraint stated in the model. Also, given that cuts are
made from one extreme of the facade to the other, panels junctions are aligned thus given a symmetric appearance.
The final position and size of panels are defined according to the non-conflictive areas and panels’ size upper
bounds in the aim of minimizing the number of used panels. Finally, it is important to highlight that our solution is
built under the semantics of each constraint in the model thus guiding the reasoning of the problem and the
application development.
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